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 The automatic and manual IoT-based rail door (internet of things) is a door 
bar designed to be able to close and open automatically and manually. The 
automatic system works based on sensors that detect the presence of trains 
and system manual works based on the open and Close button on the 
smartphone. The components to be used are ATmega328 microcontrollers, 
Infrared sensors, power supply, CCTV and android applications. Infrared 
sensor will detect the presence of the train and the gate will close 
automatically. Then the doorway will open when the train has crossed the 

automatic door bar. By the manual way, rail door control can be open and 
closed with android smartphones in real-time with graphical display provided 
by CCTV. The whole process is connected to a WEB server where the 
program is embedded. Either it is automatic or manual control. From the tests 
that have been done, that the response data from the server is very fast, which 
is less than 1 second civil. For Infrared Sensor 1 There is an average delay of 
0,687/sec and Infrared Sensor 2 is 3,449/sec. In realtime CCTV There is an 
average delay of 0,857/sec.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The The rapid development of technology makes the technology began to be widely applied in 

various fields. In everyday life, many new technologies have been enabled. This is because implementing 

innovations using the latest technology will make human work easier than it needs to be done manually. 

Using an automated system or robotics based on IoT (internet of things) is expected to reduce 

human performance. One of the applications of technology can be done on the railway gate sector. Manually, 

the train door crossing is controlled by one person per the hatch. And for a day, it requires at least three 

people to control the train's doorway manually [1-5]. This is less effective and less efficient where in some 

places railroad crossings often occur accidents, due to several factors namely the unprepared staff of the 

doorstop when long-distance trains are crossing with conditions of late communication signals, the system 

used does not support automatically giving a warning. According to various sources of information, both 
print and electronic media, there are many intersections throughout the railroad tracks in Indonesia, many of 

which do not have both manual and automatic doorstop, this is very dangerous if observing along the railroad 

lines is a community settlement [6-11].  
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It is not a new thing in the world of transportation technology. As for the already applied in the 

transportation world, the toll gate Manual is migrated to the automatic toll gate using RFID and also 

monitored in real-time by CCTV [12-18]. Therefore, the authors have the idea of creating a miniature 

automatic railway door that is based on IoT, with the formulation of the problem that is how to design and 

make a miniature automatic doorstop at the crossing of the flame, how to open and close the doorstop 

automatically and manually based on IoT, and how to use Android Studio Software to design real-time 

display and manual control buttons on smarphone [19-25]. This tool is expected to reduce human 

performance so that one person can monitor and control several rail gates automatically and manually using 
IoT. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

2.1.   Block diagram 

Before determining and making hardware, first done planning block diagram that will be the 

framework of reference in making application tools as desired. The diagram block of the system is found in 

Figure 1. The result of Figure 1 is a diagram block from the system settings. Broadly, the system is divided 

into three parts: input, process data/program, and output. The input section consists of Infrared and CCTV 

Camera. Meanwhile, the output consists of servo Motor as the Mobilizer and Buzzer. As for the process of 

using an ATmega microcontroller 328 combined with the W5100 Ethernet module, it is used as the main 

control for processing data programs. Switch Hub and Router are used as Monitoring and control globally 
with the Internet. This tool is designed with controlling process flow. Control begins with the identification 

process, which is the input of data in the form of Infrared inputs when detecting the presence of passing 

trains, inputs in the form of indications that there is a train sent to the microcontroller. If the data is valid, the 

microcontroller will provide an execution order to the servo motor to open the train door bar. As for the 

manual way, CCTV will display the train door crossbar in real-time in mobile Android where the tone of the 

settings buttons open close the train door manually and can be moved automatically. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram system 

 

 

 

2.2.   Electrical design 

In the design and manufacture of IoT-based automatic and manual rail door tools, in addition to 

using Arduino Uno as the main control, it also uses other components as supporting components. In Figure 2 

above is an electronic design consisting of components such as the Arduino Shield microcontroller, CCTV 

camera, servo motor, internet modem, switch hub, buzzer, and smartphone. These components are integrated 

to form a system design for railroad crossings. 
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Figure 2. Electronic design 

 

 

2.3.   Software design 
Scaffolding software includes program creation and design. Inside this final assignment, authors use 

Arduino IDE and Android Studio as a program and design. Programming is generally done at the final stage, 

after the mechanical and electrical design is completed. Because in the process of programming on the 

programmers is done by testing way. So to do so the device component must be able to be upgraded. 
Programming is to include information or code (coding) into a microcontroller. Where it is expected that 

ALA can operate under the will of its election or initial planning before being made. 

 

2.3.1. Infrared sensor program 

This software programming discussed in the planning phase of the software using the Arduino 

software. The purpose of this software design as in Figure 3 is to facilitate the programming that will be 

inserted or implanted into Arduino Uno using Arduino software.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Infrared sensor program 

 

 

2.3.2. Android studio programming 

The purpose of this software design is to facilitate the programming and design that will be used to 

display real-time video from CCTV that has been installed and to control the railway door manually through 

mobile Android. Figure 4 is the coding place to display the commands by the design and program created. 

The output format of this app is in the form of an apk that can run on Operating Android-based systems. 
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Figure 4. Design view mainActivity.java 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Testing tools are conducted to determine the performance of the tool and know the results through 

analysis. The things that will be tested include the overall work testing tool, voltage testing on the appliance, 

Infrared testing, Servo Motor as an automatic drive of the railway Gate and Android Mobile as the car's 

doorway manually driven (internet of things). Next, the entire device testing phase of the Interlock system on 

automatic and manual gate access with Infrared identification will then provide input on the servo motor to 

seal the train door. After performing the design of the system and making the tool, obtained the result of a 

miniature automatic and manual Crossdoor tool, there is the most important tool component in this tool as in 

Figures 5, 6 and 7. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 5. Railway system 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Infrared system 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Railway door closing 

 

 

The result of the third image above is the component of the Birthpoint tool and the main tool 

component used in the process of the tool. The job description of all tool components. The explanations of 

each section are as follows:  
a) Automated process, infrared is placed in the section before the train door as a detector or reader when the 

train passes. When Infrared detects a car, the door of the train will close and open the door, Infrared will 

send data to the controller to be identified. When the data is valid, the controller will emit output to keep 

the door closed and open using the servo motor. Manual process, the controller will send IP statically to 
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the global server in order to access via global network or internet bass and will be displayed with Android 

Smartphone media in the form of CCTV camera and servo motor drive button or the railway door. 

b) Infrared is used as a media detector where doors will open or close 

c) Microcontroller series as brain data processing and controlling center. 

d) Servo Motor as an automatic gate drive. 

e) Web Server as a global network to manually control the door of the train and also display it via CCTV. 

f) Smartphone Android as a manual drive media and monitoring the railway door with CCTV. 

g) Miniature trains on Autorun with battery. 

Once all the parts are installed and integrated well, the next thing to do is to do the test. Tool testing 

is done gradually section by section to see if the part can work fine before testing the tool as a whole. The 
sections to be tested will be discussed in the sub-chapter below. 

 

3.1.   Transmitting data test 

The Data transmission in Figure 8 is the result of microcontroller communication with the web 

server featured in the arduino serial monitor. In Figure 8 shows data traffic between microcontrollers 

requesting data and responsive Web Server. To clarify data delivery time in Figure 8 can be seen in the 

following Table 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Data status 

 

 

Table 1. Transmitting data test 
No Start Respons Description 

1. host timestamp = 

2019/01/08 21:05:58 

Get Request Message 

host_timestamp = 2019/01/08 21:05:58 

outgoing response: {"gate_flag":true,"host_timestamp":"2019/01/08 

21:05:58","status":"GET GATE FLAG SUCCESS."} 

Response from Web Server 

less than 1 second 

2. host timestamp = 

2019/01/08 21:06:07 

Get Request Message 

host_timestamp = 2019/01/08 21:06:07 

outgoing response: {"gate_flag":true,"host_timestamp":"2019/01/08 

21:06:07","status":"UPDATE GATE FLAG SUCCESS."} 

The response from the Web 

Server is the same. Same 

request distance. 

3. host timestamp = 

2019/01/08 21:06:08 

Get Request Message 

host_timestamp = 2019/01/08 21:06:08 

outgoing response: {"gate_flag":true,"host_timestamp":"2019/01/08 

21:06:08","status":"GET GATE FLAG SUCCESS."} 

The response from the Web 

Server is the same. Same 

request distance. 

 

 

The result of the Table 1 shows that data transmission is very consistent and fixed i.e. every 1 

second per data. The Web Server responds less than 1 second to any data transmission done in the table 

above. 

 

3.2.   Infrared test 

Infrared is a tool or a sensor that is installed before the automatic door bar. The Infrared works 
following the functions in general without experiencing any reshuffle and modification of the slightest. To 

perform an infrared response data picker, this Sensor is installed before the train door that will then provide 

data input to close and unwell the train or servo motor doors.  

The result of the above Table 2 and Table 3 shows that Infrared 1 gives the signal to the servo to 

close the gate of the average train takes time: 0,685 + 0,675 + 0,648 + 0,757 + 0,669 = 3,434 : 5 = 0,687 

/second. On Infrared 1, the System program does not use the delay at all. On Infrared 2 gives the signal to the 

servo to open the gate of the average train takes time : 3,526 + 3,286 + 3,486 + 3,710 + 3,235 = 17,243 : 5 = 

3,449 /second. On Infrared 2, program on the system using the delay 1,5 second. 
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Table 2. Infrared 1st test 

No Start Respons Descriptiion 

1. 

 
Time = 00:00.000 

 
Time = 00:00.685 

The response from Infrared is 

0.685 seconds. 

2. 

 
Time = 00:26.386 

 
Time = 00:27.034 

The response from Infrared is 

0.648 seconds. 

3. 

 
Time = 00:53.564 

 
Time = 00:56.233 

The response from Infrared is 

0.669 seconds. 

 

 

Table 3. Infrared 2nd test 

No Start Respons Description 

1. 

 
Time = 00:05.405 

 
Time = 00:08.931 

The response from 

Infrared is 3.526 

seconds. 

2. 

 
Time = 00:32.872 

 
Time = 00:36.358 

The response from 

Infrared is 3.486 

seconds. 

3. 

 
Time = 01:00.249 

 
Time = 01:03.484 

The response from 

Infrared is 3.235 

seconds.. 
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3.3.   CCTV test 

CCTV here is a tool for realtime monitoring of the railway door. The CCTV works the following 

functions in general without experiencing any reshuffle and modification. To perform the CCTV response 

data maker, CCTV is installed around the railway door that will give a graphical display that will be 

displayed in realtime. The result of the above Table 4 shows that CCTV displays realtime graphics on the 

average rail door takes time: 0,678 + 0,930 + 0,889 + 0,858 + 0,927 = 3,434 : 5 = 0,857/second, On this 

CCTV, the delay of graphics displayed depends on the high and low Internet bandwidth gained. Because the 

whole system runs with an Internet connection to communicate with the Web Server. 

 

 
Table 4. CCTV test 

No Start Respons Description 

1. 

 
Time = 00:10.186 

 
Time = 00:10.864 

The response 

from CCTV is 

0.678 seconds. 

2. 

 
Time = 00:37.174 

 
Time = 00:38.063 

The response 

from CCTV is 

0.889 seconds. 

3. 

 
Time = 01:03.975 

 
Time = 01:06.902 

The response 

from CCTV is 

0.927 seconds. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the designing and manufacturing of miniature automatic and manual rail doors to the train 

crossing to produce a work result. Then this can be taken the following conclusions, the tests that have been 

done, that the response data from the server is very fast, which is less than 1 second civil. For infrared sensor 

1, there is an average delay of 0,687/sec and Infrared Sensor 2 is 3,449/sec. In realtime CCTV There is an 

average delay of 0,857/sec. 
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